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Tangible gimmick for programming education using RFID systems
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Abstract: We developed programming tools which has a tangible user interface. One is P-CUBE and another is Pro-Tan. People who are inexperienced in operation a personal computer including visual impairments can learn fundamental concepts of programming by using these tools, since users are able to make a program only by positioning cards or blocks on a board without operating PC’s interfaces. These tools utilize radio frequency identification (RFID) tags alone for detecting the position of cards or blocks, and thus require no precision equipment such as microcomputers. These are robust for rough operation of children by such a simple mechanism. Furthermore, since programming blocks of P-CUBE has tactile information for discriminating block types, visual impairments are able to make a program without supports. In this paper, we report on the system configuration of P-CUBE and Pro-Tan and effectiveness of these tangible programming tools. In addition, we evaluate advantages of using these tangible programming tools, and analyze the characteristic of these tools as a gimmick of programming education.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A number of people studying programming from elementary school has been increasing because of the increasingly information-intensive society. We think there is a need for programming education tool, which is easy to operation for beginners who are inexperienced in personal computer operation including visually impaired. A number of studies on programming education tools for younger individuals have been conducted(1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6). Although, the complicated operation should be learned before using such programming tools, these are often an effective method only for people who are accustomed to using a personal computer (PC) and learners must depend on visual information.

We are developing tangible(7) programming tool which is a education tool for beginners and visually impaired(8). One is P-CUBE and another is Pro-Tan.

P-CUBE and Pro-Tan are intended to teach fundamental programming concept(10; 11) in beginner-level by simple operation. When using these tools, users are able to make a program only by positioning cards or blocks on a mat without operating a programming software. These tools are intended to be a trigger as it is called “shikake” for the programming learning which are proposed in shikakeology(12).

These systems utilize radio frequency identification (RFID) tags alone for detecting the position of blocks and cards, and thus require no precision equipment such as microcomputers. Furthermore, we design interfaces of these tools intended for easy understanding how to use blocks or cards. These tools are considered as gimmicks for programming education.

In this paper, we report on the system configuration of P-CUBE and Pro-Tan and how to use these tools. Then, we describe characteristics these tools as a gimmick.

2. P-CUBE

2.1 System configuration

P-CUBE consists of a program mat, programming blocks, and a PC (8). Users are able to create four types programs (sequential OPEN, sequential LOOP, conditional branch - one sensor, and two sensors) for mobile robot using only by positioning programming blocks on the program mat. Programming blocks has tactile information like motion directions to present type of blocks to users. Fig.1 shows the concept of P-CUBE.

2.2 Programming block

Fig.2 shows all types of programming blocks. There are four types of programming blocks motion, timer, IF, and LOOP blocks. Programming blocks correspond to the mobile robot movements, loop instruction and conditional branch instruction as program elements.
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We are developing tangible programming tool which is computer (PC) and learners must depend on visual information. Furtheremore, we design interfaces of these tools for mobile robot using only one sensor, and two sensors. Since each side of a motion block corresponds to a mobile robot motion, users can control movements of the mobile robot by changing the displayed side of the motion block. The blocks are made from Japanese cedar and weigh approximately 30 grams.

Motion block

Motion blocks have four RFID tags on each face and instruct the mobile robot to move forward, back, or rotate depending on the face displayed to the sensors. Since each side of a motion block corresponds to a mobile robot motion, users can control movements of the mobile robot by changing the displayed side of the motion block. The blocks are made from Japanese cedar and weigh approximately 16 grams.

Timer block

Timer blocks set the movement duration of the robot on a scale of one to four. Users have to set timer blocks next to motion blocks. The timer blocks are also made from cork and weigh approximately 16 grams.

IF block

IF blocks correspond to the conditional branch functions depending on the information from two infrared (IR) sensors mounted in the mobile robot. Blocks consists of a begin block and an end block. Using IF blocks, the user can create a line trace program. Tactile information is incorporated into begin blocks by equipping them with silicone rubber balls, and paper. These materials are also used on the course mat itself. The input from the IR sensor is used to distinguish between the black and white parts on the course mat. The blocks are made from Japanese cedar and weigh approximately 60 grams.

LOOP block

LOOP blocks correspond to while loop functions. Mobile robot repeats the movements of blocks positioned between a pair of LOOP blocks. LOOP blocks are made from Japanese zelkova wood and weigh approximately 205 grams.

2.3 Programming operation

Users can complete a program by positioning programming blocks on the program mat adequately. Operation sequence of P-CUBE is as follows.

1. Select an adequate programming blocks
2. Position programming blocks on the program mat
3. Slide down the reader bar under the program mat for the translattion to SD card on the microcomputer via wifi
4. Click a mouse for confirmation the executing program information
5. Push the button on the robot for starting the program

In order to avoid the error in reading, we set sound feedback when users operate the reader bar at operation 3. Only at the operation 5, visual impairments need assistance for operation.

3. PRO-TAN

3.1 System configuration

To increase the accessibility of the tangible programming tool, we developed Pro-Tan, which has similar system configuration of P-CUBE. Pro-Tan consists of a program panel, programming cards, and a PC. Users are able to create programs controlling LED light blinking and buzzer sound on Arduino ethernet. We consider that users can use Pro-Tan without instruction of the way of the system operation before programming. Fig.3 shows the concept of Pro-Tan.

3.2 Program panel

The program panel is made from an expanded polystyrene boards and a magnet sheet, and has ten frames which have ASI4000 RFID readers under the panel. The program panel can be attached on the wall, since the size of the program panel is 350mm×130mm, that is smaller and lighter than the program mat of P-CUBE.

3.3 Programming card

Programming cards have four types cards as with programing blocks of P-CUBE. All programming cards are made from expanded polystyrene boards and stainless plates. Users can attach programming cards on the program panel easily using magnetic force. Since programing cards does not have tactile information like P-CUBE,
the use of visually impaired individuals are not considered. Fig.5 shows all types of programming card on the program panel.

![Programming card and program panel](image)

**Fig. 5. Programming card and program panel**

**Operation card** An operation card have a RFID tag on back side and instruct the movement of a LED light or a buzzer on Arduino ethernet. Users combine the concavo-convex shape of other cards when positioning cards on the panel.

**Timer card** Timer cards set the movement duration of the robot on a scale of one to four. Users have to set a timer card next to an operation card.

**IF card** IF cards correspond to the conditional branch functions depending on the information from an ultrasonic distance sensor or a microphone. The card has two RFID tags on back side and consists of begin and end cards.

**LOOP card** LOOP cards correspond to while loop functions. The card has a RFID tag on back side and consists of begin and end cards. A LED light or a buzzer repeats the movements indicated on cards positioned between begin and end cards.

### 3.4 Programming operation

Users can complete a program by positioning programming cards on the program panel adequately. Operation sequence of Pro-Tan is as follows.

1. Select an adequate programming cards
2. Position programming cards on the program panel
3. Push the button on the software for traslation via wifi
4. Push the button on the robot for starting the program

We consider that operations of Pro-Tan are easier than those of P-CUBE.

### 4. CHARACTERISTICS AS A GIMMICK

#### 4.1 Effectiveness of P-CUBE

We conducted the training experiment to evaluate the effectiveness of tangible programming tool for programming beginners.

**Experimental outline** We set 2 programming tools in the experiment. One is P-CUBE as a tangible tool, and another is Arduino Sketch for comparison. 7 subjects (21-14 years old) were participated in the experiment and were indicated to approach programming exercises using an assigned training programming tool. We separated subjects into 2 groups $P_{tr}$ and $C_{tr}$ based on the training tool. The groups $P_{tr}$ and $C_{tr}$ used P-CUBE and Arduino Sketch at approaching the programming exercises, respectively. 5 subjects were assigned to group $P_{tr}$, and others were assigned to group $C_{tr}$. After the programming exercises, they approached an evaluation task using both programming tools. Fig.6 shows experimental flow. We set task 1 and task 2 as programming exercises and task 3 as an evaluation task. Tool 1 is the assigned training tool and tool 2 is another tool which was used in an evaluation task.

![Experimental flow](image)

**Fig. 6. Experimental flow**

**Tasks** The experiment set 3 tasks as programming exercises.

**Task1:** A subject makes a sequential program which moves a mobile robot in assigned direction.

**Task2:** A subject makes a linetrace program which uses one IR sensor on a mobile robot. The course of task2 is showed in Fig.7 (a)

**Task3:** A subject makes a linetrace program which uses two IR sensors on a mobile robot. The course of task3 is showed in Fig.7 (b)

Subjects allowed to reference the documentation of each programming tools in all terms of the experiment when they lose the operation method of programming tools. We recorded the time required and the reference number of the documentation in each task. All subjects completed tasks without assistance of staff in both terms in the experiment. Fig.8 shows experimental view.

**Results** The time required for the task 1 and task 2 are showed in Tab.1, and Tab.2. The average of time required for the task 1 and the task 2 of $P_{tr}$ was shorter than those of $C_{tr}$.
We consider that operations of Pro-Tan are easier than those of P-CUBE. We developed P-CUBE and Pro-Tan as a tangible programming tool for beginners in programming. We described configurations of these systems using RFID and operations in the programming. Easiness and highly robustness of these tools are indicated because of simple structures using RFID. Then, we showed characteristics as a gimmick for programming. P-CUBE and Pro-Tan have been divided into 2 groups: beginners (9) for the subjects of P-CUBE were thus considered to be able to smoothly switch to using the code-type tool and understand the fundamental program structure better than subjects of C-tr.

It was thus demonstrated that P-CUBE encourages beginners to understand the structure of a program.

Comments of subjects
After completing each task, subjects were requested to complete a questionnaire. A number of subject comments are shown below.

- P-CUBE is easy.
- It takes a little time to understand the operation of P-CUBE.
- It is difficult to separate each sensor’s IF blocks.
- I enjoyed P-CUBE programming like a game.
- It is difficult to understand the program structure when I use the code type tool.

4.2 Characteristic of a tangible tool
We showed that using P-CUBE at an early stage of programming education allows learner to translate to code type programming software smoothly [9]. In addition, P-CUBE does not require a lot of reference of the system documentation. It means that P-CUBE has the potential of becoming an easy-to-use tool which users can use at any time without usage instructions.

Since P-CUBE and Pro-Tan adopt a system of RFID which does not need any complicated operation like a connecting, these tools have high robustness for rough operations of younger individuals. This means that both tools have potentials for using in not only the classroom but any place where is not under the supervision of an instructor.

We consider that Pro-Tan has the same characteristics as P-CUBE, because it has same system configurations and operations.

Furthermore, these tools have less limitations than other tangible programming tools [1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6], because they do not use any camera systems or wire communications. Pro-Tan uses a magnet for attaching the programming card on the program panel, program panel is able to be located in the vertical wall. Pro-Tan has high degree of freedom for placement. Fig.9 shows a program panel attached on the wall.

P-CUBE has a tactile information on the programming block for visually impairments. Therefore, P-CUBE is easy to use for collaborative learning with visual impairments. We intend to conduct an experiment to verify the effectiveness of a tangible programming tool for collaborative learning.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We developed P-CUBE and Pro-Tan as a tangible programming tool for beginners in programming. We described configurations of these systems using RFID and operations in the programming. Easiness and highly robustness of these tools are indicated because of simple structures using RFID. Then, we showed characteristics as a gimmick for programming. P-CUBE and Pro-Tan have

The average of the time required in task 1 are $P_{tr}$:188sec, and $C_{tr}$:486sec, and in task 2, the average are $P_{tr}$:369sec, and $C_{tr}$:773sec. There are significant difference between $P_{tr}$ and $C_{tr}$ ($p < 0.05$) in both tasks.

Table 1. The time required in Task 1 & 2 - $P_{tr}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub.</th>
<th>Task 1</th>
<th>Task 2</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P_{tr}$/Beg.</td>
<td>02:40</td>
<td>03:01</td>
<td>05:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{tr}$/Beg.</td>
<td>02:14</td>
<td>02:36</td>
<td>04:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{tr}$/Beg.</td>
<td>03:11</td>
<td>10:19</td>
<td>13:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{tr}$/Beg.</td>
<td>05:24</td>
<td>05:45</td>
<td>11:09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{tr}$/Beg.</td>
<td>02:11</td>
<td>09:05</td>
<td>11:16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ave.</td>
<td>03:08</td>
<td>06:09</td>
<td>09:17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The time required in Task 1 & 2 - $C_{tr}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub.</th>
<th>Task 1</th>
<th>Task 2</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_{tr}$/Beg.</td>
<td>08:07</td>
<td>13:25</td>
<td>21:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{tr}$/Beg.</td>
<td>08:05</td>
<td>12:20</td>
<td>20:25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ave.</td>
<td>08:06</td>
<td>12:53</td>
<td>20:59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the code-type tool (Arduino Sketch) was used in the task 3, the average of the completion time of $P_{tr}$ was shorter than those of $C_{tr}$. There are significant difference between $P_{tr}$ and $C_{tr}$ ($p < 0.05$). The reference number of 6 subjects when using P-CUBE were less than the case of using the code type tool.

Table 3. The requested time and reference times of Task 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub.</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Ref. Number</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Ref. Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P_{tr}$</td>
<td>$P_{tr}$/Beg.</td>
<td>06:03</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>08:31</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{tr}$</td>
<td>$P_{tr}$/Beg.</td>
<td>07:45</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11:35</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{tr}$</td>
<td>$P_{tr}$/Beg.</td>
<td>13:43</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>08:36</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{tr}$</td>
<td>$P_{tr}$/Beg.</td>
<td>05:40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>07:20</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{tr}$</td>
<td>$P_{tr}$/Beg.</td>
<td>06:54</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11:23</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{tr}$</td>
<td>$C_{tr}$/Beg.</td>
<td>09:41</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11:40</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{tr}$</td>
<td>$C_{tr}$/Beg.</td>
<td>16:44</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15:17</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{tr}$ Ave.</td>
<td></td>
<td>08:01</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>09:29</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{tr}$ Ave.</td>
<td></td>
<td>13:13</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>13:26</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 9. Program panel on the wall

potentials for using at a place where is not under the supervision of an instructor. Especially, Pro-Tan has highly freedom for placement. This is an important element as a gimmick for programming education.

We will conduct an experiment to verify the usefulness of a tangible programming tool for collaborative learning. In addition, we intend to verify whether younger individuals can use Pro-Tan without preliminary instructions of operations.
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